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Cooperation may save Little.Plover River
A stretch of the Little Plover River went dry in

early August, and if there's a lesson to be learned,
it may be that our resources are limited and we
pay the consequences when we exceed them..

What caused the stream to dry up? Drought, of
course, but we've had droughts before, .worse

. than this one, and there's no previous record of
the Little Plover running out of water. But people
weren't pumping ground water then to irrigate
crops and keep lawns green, and ground water is
what keeps the Little Plover flowing.

There's no way to prevent droughts, and it's
hard to tell a grower to quit irrigating when his
livelihood is jeopardized by a lack of rain. But no
one ever died of brown grass.

Is the.Little Plover worth saving? Of course it is.

,
Will it ever again be the great little brook trout

I .

stream it once was? Probably not. It has been
pummeled over the years by pesticides, urbaniza
tion and pumping. Urbanization seems irre
versible - lots o~ people want to live close to
nature, even when their presence hurts the natural
surroundings. But control over pesticides and
pumping is possibJe.
. The Watershed denter at the University of Wis
consin-Stevens P~int saw it coming a few years
ago. ,

Industry and agri'culture withdraw ground water
from the Little Plover basin, but the center said
the village of Piover's municipal well field
seemed to be ·the current problem. It said pump
ing these wells at their predicted daily average in

2005 would reduce the stream's base flow by 47
percent upstream from Springville Pond, adding
that some stretches could become dry. The fore
cast was eerily correct.

You can bet money that no one, including the
village of Plover and the irrigators, wants to hurt
the Little Plover. Everyone working together may
yet preserve the stream as a good outdoor
resource.

Plover appears willing to reduce its pumping
from the watershed. As for irrigators, they were
cooperative when the state adopted its first mean
ingful ground water law just last year.. Now,
maybe they could take steps to conserve water at
critical times.

- George Rogers


